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PAPER

Steady-State Performance Analysis of MPLS Label

Switching∗

Ling-Chih KAO† and Zsehong TSAI††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY In this paper we propose a close-loop queueing
model of MPLS switch under different label-setup and release
policies, supporting both traffic-driven and topology-driven con-
nection setup procedures. This model can emulate the behavior
of TCP under the MPLS switch when the maximum window size
is sustained and the packet loss rate is negligible. From the pro-
posed flow-based MPLS switch model, one can clearly observe
the competition of multiple IP flow for limited number of labels,
and how the label-setup policy and the label-release policy affect
the system performance. We find that Norton’s theorem can be
applied to solve this sophisticated queueing model. Therefore,
with very limited computational complexity with respect to the
number of IP flows or labels, the proposed mathematical model
and the approximation of label competition can be used to ob-
tain the desired performance metrics, such as the throughput,
the label-setup rate, and the channel utilization. Finally, the
trade-off among performance metrics can be observed as well.
key words: ow, MPLS, performance analysis

1. Introduction

With the advent of fiber optics technologies, the net-
work bottleneck has shifted from the shortage of band-
width to the processing capability of the router. The
label switch is found often superior to the traditional
IP router since not all packets belonging to a flow re-
quire the processing of IP routing engines. After some
packets are identified as leading packets of a flow, all
their following packets can be switched directly by a
layer-2 switching technique, such as label-based switch-
ing. In other words, new techniques in label switching
take advantage of IP routing and high speed switch-
ing and can save a lot of packet transmission time
over the network. The Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) thus adopted the MultiProtocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) architecture [1], [2] which can be used for
transport of any level 3 protocol over any level 2 tech-
nology. The basic operation of MPLS is that only the
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packet passes through the edge LSR (Label-Switching
Router) needs performing a conventional longest-match
lookup in the IP header, the forwarding mechanism
that the packet passes through the core LSR is based
only on label swapping. In general, MPLS switches
have more powerful traffic engineering capability [3],
[4] than the traditional router. However, the resources
(labels) in the MPLS switch are often limited. Some
flow aggregation methods [5] are then proposed to save
the label usage and have triggered research works on
related engineering or modeling.

For example, S. Lin and et al. in [6] studied the
VC space requirement for different flow classifier and
timer values in layer 2/3 switching system, and their
method also could be applied to MPLS system. More
related research works in this area were on the mathe-
matical model of generic flow-based label switches or IP
switches, such as [9]–[14], which also covers Ethernet-
based or ATM-based switches. In [9]–[11], Niu and et
al. proposed a performance model for SVC-based IP-
over-ATM networks. In [12], they also studied the im-
pact of the burstiness of the input traffic on the perfor-
mance of SVC-based IP-over-ATM networks. In [13],
Zheng and Li developed another performance model of
IP/ATM switch. Their model could be used to evaluate
the percentage of flows switched and the required vir-
tual channel space size in an IP/ATM switch. In [14],
Nakazawa and et al. presented a mathematical model
with which both traffic-driven and topology-driven IP
switches can be evaluated.

In label or IP switch models proposed in previ-
ous research works, only a few of them has been used
to evaluate the trade-off between the label-setup policy
and the channel (link) utilization or throughput perfor-
mance. The label-setup policy proposed in [6] is that
if the accumulated packets in the switch buffer have
exceeded the triggering threshold within a fixed time
interval, the IP controller shall set up a label. The
label-setup policy proposed in [19] is that either if the
accumulated packets in the switch buffer have exceeded
the triggering threshold or if the label-setup timer has
expired, the IP controller shall set up a label. The
label-setup policies in [6], [19] are approximately simi-
lar under heavy traffic loads. The label-release policy
is discussed more frequently (see [9]–[12], [19]). The la-
bel can be released only during the maximum allowed
inactive duration, if no packets arrive. Our work [19]
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presented an efficient model for investigating the re-
lated performance issues. However, it is restricted to
the single IP flow. Although the mathematical mod-
els proposed in [13], [14] allowed multiple flow, they did
not describe the detailed operation of the label-setup
and release policies.

From [8], we know that most Internet traffic pro-
cessed by IP switches is long-lived, which should also
hold for MPLS switches. So one can focus on the ef-
fects of long-duration traffic passing through an MPLS
switch. We propose to use the closed-loop queueing
network model with the round-trip delay, assuming the
maximum TCP window size is maintained during the
communication. In this paper, we extend our previous
work [19] to model the behavior of multiple IP flow that
contend for a limited set of labels. The performance of
the traffic-driven and the topology-driven MPLS switch
with various label-setup and release policies can then be
evaluated by such queueing models. Since it is difficult
to directly manipulate an exact but often sophisticated
queueing model, we introduce the concept of label va-
cation model to approximate the availability of label in
a label-competition scenario. With the approximation
approach for a multiple flow MPLS model, one can ob-
tain the results quickly without resorting to simulation.
With this model, one can also investigate the effects
of the label-setup timer and the label-release timer on
a flow-based MPLS model, and observe the trade-off
among the throughput, the label-setup rate, and the
channel utilization. Furthermore, our proposed queue-
ing model could be applied to the latest proposed “λ-
labeling” MPLS system [7] if the wavelength-switched
technique become available.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the fol-
lowing. In Sect. 2, the queueing model for a flow-based
MPLS switch is described. In Sect. 3, an approximate
and efficient analysis is presented. In Sect. 4, four per-
formance measures are derived. Since estimating an
adequate label vacation time becomes the key factor
that determines the success of the proposed model, the
method of estimating an adequate vacation time is pro-
posed in Sect. 5. Numerical examples and simulation
results are presented in Sect. 6. Conclusions are drawn
in Sect. 7.

2. Queueing Model

In this section, we present a queueing model which
characterizes the behavior of N IP flows competing
for M labels in a flow-based MPLS switch, where
N ≥ M . Since the objective is to model the behav-
ior of flow-based MPLS switching under heavy traffic
loads, the employed model is a close-loop queueing net-
work model. The same fixed window size for each flow
is assumed.

The detailed queueing network, called the original
model, is shown in Fig. 1. Ten queueing nodes are in-

Fig. 1 Original queueing model.

cluded in this model: Token Buffer, Header Buffer, La-
bel Setup, Label Release, Label Release Timer, Trans-
mitter, Input Buffer, Output Buffer, Receiving Node
and Delay. The Transmitter, the Input Buffer, the
Output Buffer, the Receiving Node and theDelay queue
form a message loop for the IP data packet and IP
ack. The Token Buffer stores the tokens which rep-
resent the availability of the channel. The channel is
available if there is a token in the Token Buffer. The
Header Buffer stores the header information of the first
packet of each IP flow when it requests for a label.
The Label Setup queue represents the time required to
look up the routing/switching table and set up a label.
The Label Release queue represents the time required
to release a label. The Label Release Timer queue rep-
resents a label-release timer. This timer indicates the
maximum length of idle period of a flow before its label
is released for other use. The Delay queue represents
the total round-trip delay of the forward and the feed-
back channels. Once a flow is granted a label, the flow
is served with its own output server and uses its own
label-setup and release mechanism. The switch output
is assumed to have enough buffers, so the packet loss
rate is negligible. The detailed operations are described
as follows.
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When a burst of packets for a flow arrives, the
header information of the first packet for that flow is ex-
tracted and copied into the Header Buffer of the MPLS
controller. The leading packet and its following packets
then enter the Input Buffer of the switch. If the condi-
tion that a token resides in the Token Buffer and the
accumulated packets which reside in the Input Buffer
of the switch have exceeded the triggering threshold
or the label-setup timer has expired, the MPLS con-
troller then starts to set up a label. The switch starts
serving packets when a label has been set up. The la-
bel manager maintains an activity timer to control the
label-release operation. The label is released only if
the activity timer indicated that the maximum allowed
inactive duration has been reached.

The original queueing model is too complicated to
solve directly. The behavior of the original queueing
model of each flow can be observed to be of two kinds.
The first kind (N = M) is that a flow can get a label
immediately when it requests for a label. Concerning
this part, one can refer to [19] for detail. This happens
when labels are available to all flows. The second kind
(N > M) is that a flow can not be allocated a label im-
mediately when it requests for a label. The analysis of
this part is described in the next section. This happens
when labels are not enough for all flows. Therefore,
one can consider a label is “on vacation” when a flow
requests for a label, but no label is available. In other
words, the impact of label competition on the behavior
of multiple IP flow can be modeled via a label vacation
node, if the label vacation time can be estimated accu-
rately. As a result, the steady-state queueing model in
Fig. 2 is proposed for performance analysis.

In this model, we use Erlang-k distribution in
Label Release Timer to approximate a constant label-
release timer. Erlang-k distribution is employed to ap-
proximate the label vacation time. An infinite server
queue is used for the Delay queue to approximate the
round-trip delay. In all nodes, service time is assumed
to be exponentially distributed, unless stated otherwise.

3. Steady-State Analysis

We here present a procedure to efficiently calculate
steady-state distribution of the proposed flow-based
MPLS switch model as shown in Fig. 2, with a fixed
window size W for each IP flow. We adopt the follow-
ing notations:

W : maximum window size, in packets.
µA: service rate in the Delay queue.
µO: service rate in the Output queue.
µR: service rate in the Receiving Node queue.
Trel = 1

µP
: the average sojourn time in the La-

bel Release Timer queue.
k: the number of phases of the Erlang-k dis-
tributed sojourn time in the Label Release Timer

Fig. 2 Steady-state queueing model.

queue.
Tset: the threshold of the label-setup timer.
µS : service rate in the Label Release queue.
µT : service rate in the Label Setup queue.
µV : service rate in the label Vacation queue.
nA: the number of packets in the Delay queue,
ranging from 0 to W.
nO: the number of packets in the Output Buffer
queue, ranging from 0 to W.
nS : the number of packets in the Input Buffer of
the switch, ranging from 0 to W.
nT : the number of tokens in the Token Buffer,
equals 0 if the channel is available, equals 1 if the
channel is in use.
πT : the current phase at which the token stays in
the Label Release Timer queue, ranging from 1 to
k.
πR: the state of the Label Release queue, equals 0
if the Label Release queue is idle, equals 1 if label-
release has been started.
πV : the current phase at which the token stays in
the Vacation queue, ranging from 1 to H.
m: the triggering threshold which represents the
minimum number of accumulated packets that will
trigger label-setup operation, ranging from 1 toW.

Unfortunately, the steady-state queueing model
shown in Fig. 2 is still overly complicated for deriv-
ing exactly solutions. Two steps are required in the
approximate performance analysis. First, we cut down
the model shown in Fig. 2 so that the equivalent Nor-
ton’s theorem in queueing analysis (see [15, p.250] or
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[16]) can be employed to carry out the approximate
calculation. The procedure of this simplification is in
the following: We short points E and F of the model
in Fig. 2 to obtain the shorted-circuit queueing model
of the steady-state queueing model. We then employ
the state vector (a, b, c, d, e, f) to represent the state of
the shorted-circuit model when nO = a, nA = b, πT =
c, πR = d, nT = e, and πV = f .

Based on the above definitions, the global balance
equations of shorted-circuit queueing model are listed
as follows.

HµV P0,W,0,1,0,1 =WµAP0,W,0,0,1,0 (1)

µSP0,W,0,1,0,0 = (WµA +HµV )P0,W,0,1,0,H (2)

HµV P0,W,0,1,0,i+1 = (WµA +HµV )P0,W,0,1,0,i,

1 ≤ i ≤ H − 1 (3)

kµPP0,W,1,0,0,0 = (µS +WµA)P0,W,0,1,0,0 (4)

kµPP0,W,i+1,0,0,0 = (kµP +WµA)P0,W,i,0,0,0,

1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 (5)

µOP1,W−1,0,0,0,0 = (kµP +WµA)P0,W,k,0,0,0 (6)

µSP0,i,0,1,0,0 + (i+ 1)µAP0,i+1,0,1,0,H
= (iµA +HµV )P0,i,0,1,0,H , 0 ≤ i ≤W − 1 (7)

HµV P0,i,0,1,0,j+1 + (i+ 1)µAP0,i+1,0,1,0,j
= (iµA +HµV )P0,i,0,1,0,j , 0 ≤ i ≤W − 1,

1 ≤ j ≤ H − 1 (8)

(i+ 1)µAP0,i+1,0,1,0,0 = (µS + iµA)P0,i,0,1,0,0,
0 ≤ i ≤W − 1 (9)

(i+ 1)µAP0,i+1,0,0,1,0 +HµV P0,i,0,1,0,1

= (iµA + µT )P0,i,0,0,1,0,
0 ≤ i ≤W −min(m,n) (10)

(i+ 1)µAP0,i+1,0,0,1,0 +HµV P0,i,0,1,0,1

= iµAP0,i,0,0,1,0,

W −min(m,n) + 1 ≤ i ≤W − 1 (11)

(µO + jµA)PW−j,j,0,0,0,0 = µTP0,j,0,0,1,0

+ µOPW−j+1,j−1,0,0,0,0 + (j + 1)µA
· PW−j−1,j+1,0,0,0,0,

1 ≤ j ≤W −min(m,n) (12)

(µO + jµA)PW−j,j,0,0,0,0 = µOPW−j+1,j−1,0,0,0,0

+ (j + 1)µAPW−j−1,j+1,0,0,0,0,

W −min(m,n) + 1 ≤ j ≤W − 2 (13)

µOPW,0,0,0,0,0=µTP0,0,0,0,1,0+µAPW−1,1,0,0,0,0

(14)

where Pa,b,c,d,e,f is the steady-state probability of the
state vector (a, b, c, d, e, f). In Eqs. (10)–(13), n is the
integer such that 1

WµA
+ 1

(W−1)µA
+ ... + 1

(W−n+1)µA

is closest to Tset. This is due to a released flow must
have all its packets in the backlog at the Delay queue
in the short-circuited model. In other words, instead of
directly modeling Tset, we use a corresponding pseudo
threshold n to limit the holding time of packets. The
state-transition diagram of the shorted-circuit queue-
ing model corresponding to Eqs. (1)–(14) is shown in
Fig. 3. In most cases, we set n > m. Consequently, in
the balance equations, the label-setup timer is domi-
nated by a triggering threshold m so that a label is set
up mostly when the number of waiting packets have
reached m and the timer has almost no effect (i.e. for
protection only). Since the balance equations are used
to obtain steady-state performance, therefore, this ap-
proximation should hold well. After examining this
state-transition diagram, one can conclude from Kol-
mogorov’s criterion that the underlying system process
is not time reversible and it does not satisfy the quasi-
reversibility [15]. Hence, product-form solution can not
be easily obtained since local balance equations do not
hold. Fortunately, the structure of this diagram fol-
lows certain rule. We found an iterative computational
algorithm which can solve global balance Eqs. (1)–(14)
effectively even for large state space. The details of this
algorithm are shown as follows.

step 1: P0,W,1,0,0,0 = 1;

step 2: P0,W,0,1,0,0 =
kµP

µS +WµA
P0,W,1,0,0,0;

stept 3: P0,W,0,1,0,H =
µS

HµV +WµA
P0,W,0,1,0,0;

step 4: for (i = H − 1; i ≥ 1; i−−)

P0,W,0,1,0,i =
HµV

HµV +WµA
P0,W,0,1,0,i+1;

step 5: P0,W,0,0,1,0 =
HµV
WµA

P0,W,0,1,0,1;

step 6: for (i = 1; i ≤ k − 1; i++)

P0,W,i+1,0,0,0 =
(
1 +

WµA
kµP

)
P0,W,i,0,0,0;
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Fig. 3 State-transition diagram of the shorted-circuit queueing model.

step 7: P1,W−1,0,0,0,0 =
kµP +WµA

µO
P0,W,k,0,0,0;

step 8: for (i =W − 1; i ≥ 0; i−−)

P0,i,0,1,0,0 =
(i+ 1)µA
iµA + µS

P0,i+1,0,1,0,0;

step 9: for (i =W − 1; i ≥ 0; i−−)

P0,i,0,1,0,H =
(i+ 1)µA
iµA +HµV

P0,i+1,0,1,0,H

+
µS

iµA +HµV
P0,i,0,1,0,0;

step 10: for (j = H − 1; j ≥ 1; j −−)
for (i =W − 1; i ≥ 0; i−−)

P0,i,0,1,0,j =
HµV

HµV + iµA
·P0,i,0,1,0,j+1

+
(i+ 1)µA
HµV + iµA

P0,i+1,0,1,0,j ;

step 11: for (i =W − 1; i ≥W −min(m,n) + 1;
i−−)

P0,i,0,0,1,0 = (1 +
1
i
)P0,i+1,0,0,1,0

+
HµV
iµA

P0,i,0,1,0,1 ;

step 12: for (i =W −min(m,n); i ≥ 0; i−−)

P0,i,0,0,1,0 =
(i+ 1)µA
iµA + µT

P0,i+1,0,0,1,0

+
HµV

iµA + µT
P0,i,0,1,0,1;

step 13: if (min(m,n) = 1)
for (2 ≤ i ≤W − 1)

Pi,W−i,0,0,0,0 =
µT
µO

W−i∑
j=0

P0,j,0,0,1,0

+(W − i+ 1)
µA
µO

·Pi−1,W−i+1,0,0,0,0;
else

for (2 ≤ i ≤ min(m,n)− 1)

Pi,W−i,0,0,0,0 =
µT
µO

W−min(m,n)∑
j=0

P0,j,0,0,1,0
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+(W − i+ 1)
µA
µO

·Pi−1,W−i+1,0,0,0,0;
for (min(m,n) ≤ i ≤W − 1)

Pi,W−i,0,0,0,0 =
µT
µO

W−i∑
j=0

P0,j,0,0,1,0

+(W − i+ 1)
µA
µO

+Pi−1,W−i+1,0,0,0,0;

step14: PW,0,0,0,0,0=
µT
µO

P0,0,0,0,1,0+
µA
µO

PW−1,1,0,0,0,0;

step 15: Normalize Pi,j,k,l,m,n

In this procedure, step 13 is based on aggregation
of (12) and (13). Let η(w) denote the throughput of
the shorted-circuit queueing model, provided that the
population (window size) is w. Then η(w) can be cal-
culated using the steady-state solution obtained via the
above calculation procedure and the following equation:

η(w) = µO

w∑
i=1

Pi,w−i,0,0,0,0 , w = 1, 2, ...,W (15)

The throughput η(w) can be used for approximat-
ing the performance of the steady-state model as fol-
lows. Applying the procedure as used in the equivalent
Norton’s theorem, the shorted-circuit queueing model
is then replaced by an equivalent queue. Therefore, the
steady-state queueing network can be reduced to an
approximate queueing model.

The equivalent queueing network is now a typical
product-form queueing network. The second step of our
analysis is simply to solve this product-form queueing
network, which can be solved via well-known techniques
available in [17], [18].

When we calculate the throughput of the equiv-
alent queueing model, the service rate of equivalent
queue must be set equal to η(W − x) when the queue
size of the Receiving Node is equal to x. Owing to our
label-setup policy, η(W−x) is set to η(min(m,n)) when
W − x ≤ min(m,n).

4. Performance Measures

The steady-state throughput, the fairness index, the
label-setup rate and the channel utilization are consid-
ered to be key performance metrics. The steady-state
throughput is reflected by the average cycle time in
the steady-state queueing model. The fairness index
is about the fairness of the label usage. The label-
setup rate is proportional to the required label process-
ing load. In other words, the higher the label-setup
rate, the heavier the label processing load. With the
channel utilization, one can predict the ratio of wasted
bandwidth. The formulas of these metrics are as fol-
lows.

4.1 Average Cycle Time and Throughput

The average cycle time TC , the time required by a
packet or its ack to circulate around the message loop
in the steady-state queueing model, is proportional to
the inverse of throughput. It is well-known that

TC =
WPsize
η�(W )

(16)

where Psize is the packet size, and η�(W ) is the
throughput of equivalent queueing networks given the
maximum window size W .

The throughput formula for η�(W ) is given by

η�(W ) = µR

(
1− 1/

(
1 +

W∑
i=1

η(W )

· η(max(W − 1,min(m,n))) · · ·

· η(max(W − i+ 1,min(m,n)))/µiR

))

(17)

The derivation of Eq. (17) can be referred to Eq. (10) of
Ref. [19].

4.2 Fairness Index

The fairness index FRI is defined as

FRI =
N∑
i=1

(
η�(W )i,actual − η�(W )ave

η�(W )ave

)2
(18)

where η�(W )i,actual is the steady-state throughput that
the flow i actually obtains under a given R (the ratio
of the number of labels to the number of IP flows),
and η�(W )ave is the average steady-state through-
put per flow obtains under the same R, which equals∑N

i=1
η�(W )i,actual

N .

4.3 Label-Setup Rate

The label-setup rate SR is defined as the average num-
ber of label-setup operations in the MPLS controller
per unit time. Using the steady-state probability that
the label-setup token is ready, one can derive the label-
setup rate SR as

SR ≈ µT

W−min(m,n)∑
i=0

P0,i,0,0,1,0 (19)

Here, we assume the capacity of the Receiv-
ing Node is much larger than η(W ). If µR is not much
larger than η(W ), Eq. (19) still serves as a worse case
(upper bound) approximation.
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4.4 Channel Utilization

The channel utilization UR is defined as the ratio of the
time during the period that the switch serves packets to
the time during the period that the channel is reserved.
It is given by

UR ≈
W∑
i=1

Pi,W−i,0,0,0,0
/( W∑

i=1

Pi,W−i,0,0,0,0

+
k∑
i=1

P0,W,i,0,0,0 +
W∑
i=0

P0,i,0,1,0,0

)
(20)

The time periods considered to be “reserved” by
a flow include the packet transmission time, the idle
period waiting for label-release timeout and the time
required to release a label. But only during the period
that the packet transmission in the channel is consid-
ered to be efficiently utilized. Here, we assume the ca-
pacity of the Receiving Node is much larger than η(W ).
If µR is not much larger than η(W ), Eq. (20) serves as
a best case approximation.

5. How to Determine Vacation Time

Estimating an adequate vacation time is the key step
that determines the accuracy of the proposed model.
We have a three-step approach to determine the vaca-
tion time.

First, we use the token cycle time (equals 1/SR)
obtained from our previous work [19] or from the model
of this paper (via Eq. (19)) with negligible vacation
time. Before obtaining an accurate estimation, we first
assume that if a token is not available, one must wait for
an integer multiple of token cycle time. When the num-
ber of labels is less than the number of IP flows, some
flows can get labels for use immediately, while others
probably wait for 1 or more cycles of token rotation.
Therefore, we can approximate the waiting time (Tw)
at Label Setup node by estimating its lower bound, de-
noted by Tw,lowerbound, and its upper bound, denoted
by Tw,upperbound, under this assumption by the follow-
ing equations

Tw,lowerbound

=
� N

M �−1∑
i=1

iM/NSR +
(
N −M

⌊
N

M

⌋)

·
(⌈

N

M

⌉
− 1
)
/NSR (21)

Tw,upperbound =
(⌈

N

M

⌉
− 1
)
/SR (22)

Equations (21) and (22) can be illustrated by a simple
example with 105 flows and 20 labels. In the worse case,

20 flows need to wait for one cycle of token rotation,
20 flows 2 cycles, 20 flows 3 cycles, 20 flows 4 cycles,
and 5 flows 5 cycles. Taking average of these cycles
of token rotation under arbitrary number of flows and
labels gives rise to Eq. (21). The second term of Eq. (21)
disappears as N is an integer multiple of M . Equation
(22) provides the maximum possible value for expected
waiting time.

Secondly, one can study the extreme case when Trel
is exceedingly long. In this case, the number of labels
equals that of IP flows which can use the labels forever
no matter how many other flows need to access the la-
bels. The steady-state throughput for this case is equal
to (M/N)η�(W )|R=1, where R is the ratio of the num-
ber of labels to the number of IP flows and η�(W )|R=1
is the steady-state throughput given that R equals 1
(which equals η�(W ) in [19] or Eq. (17) in this paper if
the vacation time is set to be negligible). Hence, one
can know the extreme case steady-state throughput for
various R: η�(W )extreme = (M/N)η�(W )|R=1, where
η�(W )extreme is the throughput when Trel is set close
to infinite.

Finally, one can select an estimate value of
Tw ∈ {Tw,lowerbound, Tw,upperbound} which satisfies
|η�(W )|Tw

− η�(W )extreme| < ε, where Tw = µ−1
V is

equivalent to the waiting time for the next available la-
bel, η�(W )|Tw

is the steady-state throughput obtained
by substituting all the equations in Sect. 3 with µV for
T−1
w , and ε is a small value. The last criterion is based

on a conservation law in a simple close-loop queueing
network, as shown in Fig. 4, which approximates the
behavior among N circulating customers (flows) con-
stantly compete for M servers (labels). The conserva-
tion law as the rate of intermediate node µI → ∞ is
that average cycle time normalized by average service
time (µ−1) is exactly M/N (= R). As a result, an ap-
proximate conservation law is observed: SRTw = C in
this system, where C is some constant. For different
thresholds value of Trel under the same given R, the
waiting time for the next available label should be still
C/SR. Simulation results show that the above argu-
ments hold.

Fig. 4 An approximate close-loop queueing network illustrat-
ing N circulating customers (flows) constantly compete for M
servers (labels).
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Table 1 Steady-state throughput with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and
100 IP flows.

Throughput (Mbps)

Number of flows = 100
R Trel = 2ms Trel = 10ms Trel = 20ms Trel = 30ms Trel = 40ms Trel = 50ms

0.2 0.328835 0.308199 0.228754 0.182970 0.175408 0.174467
0.4 0.510638 0.507765 0.447365 0.365745 0.350680 0.348805
0.6 0.594050 0.612191 0.623574 0.548666 0.525915 0.523117
0.8 0.632416 0.667602 0.742862 0.728359 0.701297 0.697490
1 0.634040 0.673893 0.793410 0.858520 0.869602 0.871007

Table 2 Steady-state throughput with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and
500 IP flows.

Throughput (Mbps)

Number of flows = 500
R Trel = 2ms Trel = 10ms Trel = 20ms Trel = 30ms Trel = 40ms Trel = 50ms

0.2 0.329032 0.308078 0.228578 0.182865 0.175314 0.174377
0.4 0.510791 0.507869 0.447570 0.365715 0.350587 0.348732
0.6 0.594143 0.612251 0.624135 0.548511 0.525885 0.523089
0.8 0.633340 0.668186 0.743417 0.728643 0.701223 0.697459
1 0.633845 0.673699 0.793220 0.858437 0.869653 0.871021

6. Numerical Examples and Simulation Re-
sults

In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of our
queueing model and present analytical results of flow-
based MPLS switch under the different label-setup poli-
cies and different ratio of the number of labels to the
number of IP flows (R). We also illustrate the trade-off
between key system parameters. The system param-
eters used in numerical examples and simulations are
shown as follows.

• Maximum window size: 32 kbytes (equivalent to
64 packets)

• IP packet size: exponentially distributed with a
mean of 512 bytes

• Switch output rate: a mean rate of 10Mbps, as-
suming exponential packet transmission time

• Receiving Node rate: a mean rate of 10Mbps, as-
suming exponential packet processing time

• Label-setup time: exponentially distributed with a
mean of 100ms

• Label-release time: exponentially distributed with
a mean of 20ms

• Label-release timer threshold (Trel): Erlang-k dis-
tributed in modeling, constant in simulation

• Label-setup timer threshold (Tset): constant
• Round-trip delay: exponentially distributed
• Triggering threshold (m): an integer ranging from
1 to 64 (maximum TCP window size)

• The ratio of the number of labels to the number of
IP flows (R): variable

• k: 100
• H: 20

We observe from Figs. 7, 8, 11, and 12 that as
Trel increases, at certain Trel value, the label-setup rate
starts to approach zero and the channel utilization ap-
proaches a constant. Such Trel is called Trel,critical. In
other words, to set Trel  Trel,critical does not improve
performance and should not be considered.

In simulations or numerical calculations, the
round-trip delay, Trel, and Tset are key parameters.
However, we also find that neither the number of IP
flows nor the number of labels alone can determine sys-
tem behavior. Instead, R plays a key role. In order to
demonstrate the results are the same for the same R re-
gardless of the number of IP flows, we run simulations
with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and
the different number of IP flows (100, 500). Tables 1–6
show this evidence.

In the following discussions, if one is interested in
how the number of labels affects the performance, the
curves can be used by assuming the number of flows is
fixed (N) but the number of labels is NR.

In Figs. 5–8, we plot the throughput, the fairness
index, the channel utilization, and the label-setup rate
as a function of Trel with Tset = 50ms under 300ms
round-trip delay and different R. From Fig. 5, the
throughput increases with the increase of Trel if R
equals 1. This is because each flow can be allocated a la-
bel when requesting for a label. When R equals 0.2 and
0.4, the decrease of the throughput with the increase of
Trel is that most flows need to wait when requesting for
a label individually. One can note that the number of
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Table 3 Label-setup rate with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and 100 IP
flows.

Label-setup rate (1/s)

Number of flows = 100
R Trel = 2ms Trel = 10ms Trel = 20ms Trel = 30ms Trel = 40ms Trel = 50ms

0.2 1.312428 1.061906 0.391052 0.061824 0.007671 0.000937
0.4 2.743671 2.190284 0.781918 0.123658 0.015220 0.001807
0.6 4.250141 3.378969 1.184484 0.185893 0.022816 0.002784
0.8 5.633737 4.570052 1.597123 0.247259 0.030567 0.003668
1 5.709475 4.750179 1.874673 0.306735 0.038279 0.004637

Table 4 Label-setup rate with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and 500 IP
flows.

Label-setup rate (1/s)

Number of flows = 500
R Trel = 2ms Trel = 10ms Trel = 20ms Trel = 30ms Trel = 40ms Trel = 50ms

0.2 1.313764 1.061982 0.390305 0.061777 0.007584 0.000925
0.4 2.743164 2.190032 0.782918 0.123557 0.015291 0.001832
0.6 4.250622 3.376883 1.184333 0.185335 0.022896 0.002784
0.8 5.689289 4.595030 1.598375 0.247612 0.030646 0.003696
1 5.711491 4.751262 1.875536 0.307284 0.038005 0.004632

Table 5 Channel utilization with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and 100
IP flows.

Channel utilization (%)

Number of flows = 100
R Trel = 2ms Trel = 10ms Trel = 20ms Trel = 30ms Trel = 40ms Trel = 50ms

0.2 55.049805 39.399108 15.127407 9.544100 8.818179 8.729889
0.4 47.655322 34.137748 14.783928 9.538882 8.815088 8.725639
0.6 40.576237 28.810385 13.791370 9.539740 8.812186 8.723786
0.8 35.426307 24.570431 12.363284 9.497962 8.813650 8.722656
1 35.174659 24.034908 11.375979 9.060987 8.755125 8.715281

Table 6 Channel utilization with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay and 500
IP flows.

Channel utilization (%)

Number of flows = 500
R Trel = 2ms Trel = 10ms Trel = 20ms Trel = 30ms Trel = 40ms Trel = 50ms

0.2 55.033187 39.371474 15.101748 9.537625 8.811391 8.723329
0.4 47.644193 34.137796 14.798129 9.537393 8.811329 8.723028
0.6 40.576779 28.815846 13.795544 9.536423 8.811295 8.721822
0.8 35.224792 24.493997 12.371460 9.502415 8.812040 8.722743
1 35.144803 24.034570 11.375292 9.059081 8.754871 8.715945

labels equals the number of IP flows can hold the la-
bels forever when Trel is exceedingly long. This explains
why the throughput, the label-setup rate, and the chan-
nel utilization remain unchanged when Trel is above
45ms, as observed in Figs. 5, 7, and 8. Therefore, the
system should approximate the topology-driven MPLS
switch when Trel is well above 45ms, and the system
model is close to the traffic-driven MPLS switch when
Trel is well below 45ms. With these results, we also ob-

serve the following. When R is low (≤ 0.4), one should
select the traffic-driven system because this will give
high throughput, low fairness index, and high channel
utilization in spite of suffering higher label-setup rate.
If the throughput, the fairness index, and the channel
utilization are of concerns, lower Trel is preferred. If
one needs lower label-setup processing overhead, higher
Trel is desired. If one configures the switch into the
topology-driven system by setting label-to-flow ratio
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Fig. 5 Throughput with Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip
delay and different R.

Fig. 6 Fairness index with Tset = 50ms under 300ms
round-trip delay and different R.

Fig. 7 Label-setup rate with Tset = 50ms under 300ms
round-trip delay and different R.

R = 1 and selecting large Trel will lead to high through-
put and label processing overhead, but the channel uti-
lization is low. Conversely, selecting the traffic-driven

Fig. 8 Channel utilization with Tset = 50ms under 300ms
round-trip delay and different R.

Fig. 9 Throughput with Tset = 50ms under 50ms round-trip
delay and different R.

system will give high channel utilization, but harm the
throughput and label processing overhead.

In Figs. 9–12, we plot the throughput, the fairness
index, the channel utilization, and the label-setup rate
as a function of Trel with Tset = 50 ms under 50ms
round-trip delay and different R. In this circumstances,
the system behavior is approximately equivalent to the
topology-driven MPLS switch when Trel is well above
8ms and is close to the traffic-driven MPLS switch
when Trel is well below 8ms. The reason that the
throughput decreases with decrease of Trel as R < 1
is that the packets go back to the transmitter quickly,
but label is not readily available. The trade-off among
the throughput, the label-setup rate, and the channel
utilization is similar to the condition when R = 1 with
Tset = 50ms under 300ms round-trip delay.

Another important observation can be made from
Figs. 13–15. With large round-trip delay, efficient label-
setup and release operations can easily increase the
channel utilization. In turn, if the round-trip delay is
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Fig. 10 Fairness index with Tset = 50ms under 50ms
round-trip delay and different R.

Fig. 11 Label-setup rate with Tset = 50ms under 50ms
round-trip delay and different R.

Fig. 12 Channel utilization with Tset = 50ms under 50ms
round-trip delay and different R.

small (≤ 50ms), the improvement of utilization is less
significant. In order to illustrate the trade-off between
the throughput and the channel utilization by adjusting

Fig. 13 Throughput versus channel utilization with Tset = 50
ms and R = 1.

Fig. 14 Throughput versus channel utilization with Tset = 50
ms and R = 0.6.

Fig. 15 Throughput versus channel utilization with Tset = 50
ms and R = 0.2.

Trel under various round-trip delays and R, we plot the
throughput versus the channel utilization under various
round-trip delays with a fixed Tset as shown in Figs. 13–
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15. With these figures, one not only can easily deter-
mine Trel according to the required throughput and the
channel utilization, but also can clearly observe the im-
provement of channel utilization under various network
environments.

When we use discrete-event simulations to simu-
late our queueing model, both Tset and Trel are set to
be constant. Although Trel in the analytical model is
Erlang-k distributed, it is extremely close to a constant
timer with k = 100. Similarly, the setup timer Tset in
the analytical model is approximated by a pseudo con-
stant threshold n and is set to be a little larger than
the Tset used in the simulation. This approximation
technique is validated by simulation results shown in
Figs. 5–15.

7. Conclusions

The queueing model for an MPLS switch support-
ing both traffic-driven and topology-driven connection
setup has been developed, and the procedures to ana-
lytically derive performance metrics are also presented.
Via our proposed model, one can clearly observe the
competition of multiple IP flow for limited resources.
Although detailed operation of the label-setup and re-
leases policies are also included in the queueing model,
the proposed mathematical model and the estimation
procedures of label vacation time can quickly solve the
desired performance metrics, such as the throughput,
the label-setup rate, and the channel utilization.

In our previous work [19], observed from either
simulations or analytical results, one can find that the
attempt to achieve high channel utilization and high
throughput via label setup policy at the same time is
a conflict in the single IP flow environment. With the
multiple IP flow MPLS model, this phenomenon is re-
examined again. In turn, in the multiple flow/multiple
label operation, we find that it is possible to achieve
high channel utilization and high throughput in many
cases, but it requires detailed engineering. With our
model, the trade-off issues can be carefully examined so
that network engineers can reach a balance between the
channel bandwidth utilization and the system through-
put performance. With an appropriate label-setup pol-
icy, one can achieve higher channel utilization with the
minimal label processing overhead by selecting appro-
priate timer thresholds. Alternatively, one can also
predict the required processing overhead under perfor-
mance constraints. Furthermore, our proposed queue-
ing model also could be applied to the latest proposed
“λ-labeling” MPLS system [7] since the resource under
competition is simply replaced by λ.

In this paper, we have only analyzed the perfor-
mance of a flow-based MPLS switch for multiple IP
flow, assuming fixed window sizes and long-duration
traffic. How to devise a model including both short-
duration and long-duration traffic, and how to illus-

trate the impact of variable-size windows of TCP on
label competition should be an interesting area for fu-
ture study.
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